KT0199 – ASE 3U 19" RACK MTG FRONT PANEL (VIEWED FROM REAR)

AERIAL BRACKET

FP0740 – FAS INTERFACE, ALM/FLT/ISO

F4000 MAIN BOARD OR F3200 MAF/PSU BOARD

CONFIDENTIAL: THIS DOCUMENT MUST NOT BE COPIED NOR THE CONTENTS PASSED ON TO ANY THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE COMPANY.

ISS/REV | AMENDMENTS | ECO | DRN | CHKD | AUTH | APVD | DATE
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
A | ORIGINAL | - | - | - | - | - | 10-04-09

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES. DO NOT SCALE. TOLERANCES ARE TO BE: 1 DECIMAL PLACE ±0.5, 2 DECIMAL PLACES ±0.3, 3 DECIMAL PLACES ±0.1

VIGILANT FIRE & EVACUATION SYSTEMS
211 MACES ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH 8006, NZ
P.O. BOX 19-545, CHRISTCHURCH 8030, NZ

ASE FAS INTERFACE ALM/FLT/ISO WIRING DETAIL

SIZE | DRAWING NUMBER | SHEET NUMBER | ISS/REV | PART NUMBER
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
A3 | 1963-62 | 1 of 1 | A | KT0207